English Listening comprehension – Hy 2016/2017
Teachers’ copy
________________________________________________________
If he hadn’t been strapped in, Jason would not be able to sit
still. He wanted to tell everyone that he was going to be on
TV. Every evening at 6:00 he watched his favourite show
“Class Acts”. Players answered questions for money. If
they missed a question they had to act out the title of a
song, TV show or book. He knew most of the answers so he
sent in a letter to try to get on the show. Three weeks ago
his mother called him to the phone. He had been chosen to
be a contestant. They even sent him two tickets so he and
his mother could fly into the city.
Jason worked hard to get ready. He watched “Class Acts”
every evening. His family would play against each other.
Everyone made up all kinds of questions about science,
music, movies, games and books. His friends asked him
questions on the playground at recess. Even his teacher
took time to play the game in class. She asked questions
about the subjects they were studying.
Jason could feel the plane getting ready to land. He looked
out the window and saw the Statue of Liberty. He had
butterflies in his stomach, but he couldn’t wait for the game
to begin.

Jason’s mom paid the taxi driver. There was a large sign
over the doors that said “The Howard Mann Theater” and
below it “Class Acts – tonight at 6”. A young man greeted
them at the door and showed them where they should go.
Jason entered a room with five other boys and girls and their
parents. A woman came in and smiled at them as she went
over the rules of the game. She told them who would be on
each team.
Jason’s teammates were Janelle and Steve. Janelle was a
year older than the boys. She was reading a book called
“Amazing facts”. Steve was looking over a map of the
United States. The three members put on red jumpsuits.
Then, they went in and a woman put make-up on them so
they would look good on TV.
While they were waiting, people began to arrive and sit
down. Janelle said, “Did you know that all rainbows are
made up of the colours red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo and violet?”
Steve said, “No, but did you know that Mammoth Caves in
Kentucky are over 330 miles long?”
Jason gulped, “No I didn’t know either of those facts.”
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1. Who is the main character of the story? __________________

For the following questions circle the correct answer.
2. Why is Jason so excited?
a) He was going to fly to the city.
b) He was going to be a contestant on a TV show.
c) He saw the Statue of Liberty.

3. What do the words “butterflies in his stomach” tell you about Jason?
a) Jason loves catching butterflies.
b) Jason was feeling sick.
c) Jason was excited.

4. How did Jason and his mother get to the theatre?
a) With a taxi.
b) With a bus.
c) With a plane.

5. What was the name of the theatre?
a) Class Acts.
b) The Howard Mann.
c) Amazing Facts.
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For the following questions answer True or False
6.

Jason’s mother wrote a letter so that Jason could get on the show.
_________

7.

The players won money for each correct answer. ___________

8.

Jason played on his own during the show. ___________

9.

Jason was very calm right before the show began. _____________

10.

Jason was in the red team. ________________

11.

All the children taking part in the show were of the same age.
_________

12.

Jason knew all the facts that his team mates were revising, just
before the show began. _________

13.

Put these events in order they happened by writing a number next to
each phrase.
____ Steve read aloud a fact about Mammoth Caves
____ People began to take their seats
____ A lady explained the rules
____ Jason and his mother were greeted at the door
____ Jason’s mother paid the taxi driver
____ Jason found out who his teammates were
____ Janelle told her teammates the colours in a rainbow.
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How do you think Jason is feeling in the last sentence?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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Read the following instructions carefully:


Fill in your name and class



Turn the page only when you’re told



Read carefully the titles and questions before writing down the answer



If you don’t know an answer, continue with the other exercises and come
back to it at the end



Cross out mistakes neatly
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Section A: Part 1- Long reading text
Going to the dentist
I like to see the dentist.
He smiles then checks my teeth.
He makes sure they are shiny,
With no aches or pains beneath.

I climb onto his leather chair
He makes it rise so high.
I see the brightly shining lights
That made me shut my eyes.

When I lay back upon the chair
In front I see my toes.
And when looking at the dentist
I can see right up his nose.

I like looking at the ceiling,
As I lay back on the chair.
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A picture and some mobiles,
He has cleverly fixed up there.

The dentist says, “Just open wide,
So that I can look today
At your shiny, well looked after teeth
Then you can go away.”

Then off I go, because I know
That brushing day and night,
Will keep my most amazing teeth
Clean, shiny, strong and white.

Put a ring round each of the correct answer (1 mark each)
1. The poem is about a visit to the (doctor, supermarket, cinema,
dentist).
2. The chair is made of (leather, paper, cloth, plastic).
3. What is fixed to the ceiling? (lights and bells, pictures and
mobiles, toes and nose)
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Complete these sentences by filling in the gaps.(1 mark each)
4. The dentist makes sure that the teeth are __________, with
no aches or pains.
5. The person in the poem brushes her teeth each morning and
each ____________.
6. The dentist tells the child that after having her teeth looked at
she will be able to ____________. There is a __________
and some _________ fixed to the ___________.

Answer the questions by writing a full sentence for each one.(2 marks
each)
7. Why is the girl visiting the dentist?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

8. How often does the girl in the poem brush her teeth?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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9. Is the dentist cheerful or sad? Explain how you know this.
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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Section B: Part 2- Short reading text
Look at the Flyer then answer the questions carefully.

SCHOOL SPORTS DAY
Our School Sports Day will be held at Theresa Nuzzo School on Thursday,
20th January.
Each competitor will try to score points for their house.
We will have three running races for each year group.


Sprint



Skipping race



Egg and spoon race

Year 6 students will be
selling a healthy
packed lunch and drink
for the price of €2

There will be other events for grade four, five and six classes:


High jump



Throwing the bean bag



Long jump



Obstacle race.

The event will finish with running races for the parents.
Prizes
1. There will be a badge for the first three in each race.
2. The winner of each race scores three points, second place gets two
points and third place gets one point.
3. The house that gets the most points at the end of the event wins the
athletics cup.
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Answer True or False: (6 marks)
1. This year, Sports Day is going to be held in spring. _________
2. All the students of the school will be participating in seven
events. _________
3. Parents are invited on this day. __________
4. A free snack will be given to all the participants. __________
5. Year one students will be taking part in the skipping race.
_________
6. All the students will earn a prize for participation. __________
Now give a short answer to the following questions:
7. When will the event take place?

(1 mark)

_______________________________________________
8. What is the final award for the winning team?

(1mark)

________________________________________________
9. What do you think a healthy packed lunch and drink would be?
Packed lunch : ______________________________________
Drink: ____________________________________________
(2 marks)
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Section B :Writing Part 1: Grammar
A. Underline the correct word as stated in the brackets. (5 marks)

e.g. Peter hiked the difficult trail to the secret lake. (verb)
1. I really want to go camping this summer. (pronoun)
2. Franklin packed his hiking backpack full of food and drink. (common
noun)
3. An old memory I always remember is swimming at the Lake Tahoe.
(proper noun)
4. Jackie was planning to do some reading under a tree this breezy
afternoon. (adjective)
5. The wind blew gently yesterday so the children played with their kites.
(adverb)

B. Complete each sentence by changing the present tense verb in the
bracket to the past. (5 marks)

e.g. I (give) gave Adam a computer game for his birthday.
1. Donald (throw) ____________ the ball in the sea.
2. Jamie (ring) ____________ the bell after school.
3. He (bring) _______________ his violin to school.
4. We (drink) _____________strawberry milkshakes at the restaurant.
5. Alicia (catch) ______________the ball.
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Section B Writing: Part 2- Short Writing Text
Look at the picture of the monster. Use your imagination to fill in the
following descriptions.

1. What would you name the monster? _______________________
(1 mark)
2. Write two sentences to describe the monster’s physical appearance
(hair, eyes etc.)
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
(2 marks)
3. Write two sentences to describe the monster’s personality (funny, angry,
helpful etc.)
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
(2 marks)
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4. What do you think the monster’s hobbies are?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
(2 marks)
5. What would you do if one day the monster decides to visit your bedroom?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
(1 mark)
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Section B Part 3: LONG WRITING TASK
Choose ONE of the following titles. Write around 70 to 100 words about it.
Use interesting sentences.
1. My Worst Day Ever
Describe what happened exactly during this day. Give details of all the
day’s events and how you felt. Here are some questions to help you:
When did it happen?
Who was with you?
Where did it happen?
What did you do?
Why did these events occur?

OR
2. The Magic Escalator
Imagine you and your friend step onto a magic escalator. Write the story
of your adventure. Use the following questions to help you:
Where did you get on the escalator?
Where did it take you?
What adventure did you have there?
How did you get back home?

OR
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The Running Race –Write a short story about the following pictures
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FIRST PLAN THE STORY YOU CHOSE IN THE SPACE BELOW
(2 marks)
STORY _______ (Write 1 or 2 or 3)
Title __________________________________________

BEGINNING

MIDDLE

END

Now use your plan to write about the story that you chose The story must
be around 100 words.
(15 marks)
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